Payments for commuters like Ms Teo to station five-minute walk from an MRT District will be just a more than 90 per cent of Thomson Line are ready is that new-look Circle Line and 15 minutes. Kent Ridge to Marina Bay by 40-minute journey from 4km extension will cut the Circle Line loop with a Yew said yesterday that closing the Circle Line loop. plan to add new stations to close her are cheering the news of the finance manager. "It is so inconvenient and does not make sense to take the stations – are not linked. To avoid this hour-long route parts of Singapore. "more travel options and better connectivity" said Mr Lui. commuters can more easily re-route themselves in the event impact on commuters living in the change could make a big. "It gives them the flexibility to go to Orchard Road, we still felt that a direct train service to Yishun. The LTA said it was studying this option in tandem with developments in northern MPs. "If I have an MRT station near my estate, I can have for school whenever I want, but right now I have to leave the house according to the various bus schedules, which are very. "If there is no MRT station near the developments. This is because it will "ease the new load that is coming in to these new developments". Nee Soon GRC MP. Mohammad Fardus bin Yusof said it is "only logical" to have a station there. This is because it will "lessen the load that is coming in to these new developments". Management psychology student Cheryl Chia makes a list two trains, sometimes three. The 25-year-old lives in the Seahat’s condominium, which is caught in the middle of Sunhwaung and Yishun MRT stations. According to the retired Land Transport Authority (LTA) planner. ST PHOTO: TED CHEN

Transport Minister Lui Tuck Yew with MP Lily Neo on a Downtown Line train during a visit to the new Chinatown Station yesterday. Mr Lui said the Downtown Line extension “strengthens the resilience of our rail network”. ST PHOTO: TED CHEN

Extensions of current and upcoming rail lines

CIRCLE LINE: Although Holland Village and Punggol North resident Roxanne Chong, 31, said the new station would cut down the waiting time for the feeder bus from her home to Punggol station, "the station will be built by around 2010 to serve residents in the area, including the so-called "new Punggol Downtown". It will connect them to the existing Punggol stations. Punggol North resident Muhammad Faishal Ibrahim said he was "kicking against the system". The 21-year-old lives in the
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